Pi Gamma Mu Initiates New Members Tonight

The Pennsylvania Sigma Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu Mu Initiates Big-Little Sister Program

Debate

Chris Caffaro

Big-Little Sister Program Receives Strong Support

Pi Gamma Mu is to honor those students who have earned an outstanding record in the social sciences, including history, politics, economics, and sociology. They must have an overall B average in the social science courses.

During the year, members receive the magazine Social Science. This gives you the opportunity to learn more about the social sciences, including political science, economics, and sociology.

New Plans for Designing Living

The Design for Living Program of the WSAG will be continued next year. Byler Neeley, the chief of the program, has decided that the program will be continued.

1963 Parents’ Day Planning Begins

The committee for the 1963 Parents’ Day committee has started planning for the event. The committee has been working hard to ensure that the event is a success.

Planning a worthwhile program is a priority for the committee. They hope to create an event that is enjoyable for all attendees.
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**In Retrospect**

As we approach the beginning of final examinations, the most obvious question is "What have I learned?" After several weeks of classes, we wonder whether we have even learned anything. With all the theoretical approaches supposed to surround us by an intellectual group (as we learned and from whom have we learned."

We are surrounded by an intellectual group. We have classes that are supposed to teach us something not to be found in a book. Were we challenged to think independently, to form a definite line of reasoning to be critical and evaluative of what we learn and to whom we are to listen. Which of our goals have we reached? What are we to be?"

Just as an example of what is misleading censorship, for a complete analysis of the endmen be kept. The change in the culture of the time in which the story took place around us.

The seniors wish to thank Mrs. Bennett and Mr. Mattern who received the coveted place in the big-car out range their thinking. Instead of having of many American Negro families, they should try to alter something that was written. To the culture of the time in which the story took place around us.
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Dear Editor:

which consistently maintains high culinary standards. The easiest way of entering this bustling restaurant is via the wicker-cost; and I gravely volunteered to substitute for a relatively short slogan: The endless currents of the kitchen are charmingly framed by chipped, whitewed walls and is afforded by a flight of stairs faintly reminiscent of a two stepped, dark, medieval halls. One must be extremely careful not to slam the screen door, because the master on the ceiling of the dining-room can be very soon to fall. A picture of beads and directed confusion greets the visitor to this unobtrusive cook-out.

All the gaiety of anticipation then is preserved, and smart comments indicate the appreciation of the staff. Unquestionably an unobtrusive atmosphere of luxurious surroundings makes the delays for the ten minutes allowed to eat. The nutritional meal over, people stroll about this spacious interior idly collecting food and utensils from the always abundant supply. Sascimento cooks offer encouraging remarks to reassure bewilder- ed newcomers; and pay chaff is banded among the handful of workers.

The efficiency of any organization can be ascertained by the speed with which it produces results. Ursina's kitchen is second to none. Long before the needs have arrived, the hot, attractively arranged food is waiting on sparkling plates. That immediate line standing by the stainless steel counter completes individual indirect exchanges. Jokes and gossip while awaiting the signal to their stations. Advance preparation facilitates prompt service.

Thus, this is an explanation for our delicious meals smoothly served by a fleet, white-jacketed waiters moving easily through the well-behaved crowds of diners.

CAROL BOUCHE.

---

Tempest Winners... Final Lap!

L&M GRAND PRIX 50 WINNER'S CIRCLE

Tempest Winners... Final Lap!

Coming next fall... a new L&M GRAND PRIX 50 for 1963-64!

Add your name to this growing circle of winners!

First Lap Consoilation Prize Winners!

Stevie D. Starrett, Jr., New York

Lafayette College

Second Lap... John M. Zakula, Jr., of Oklahoma

Collegiate Diner

Get with the winners... far ahead in smoking satisfaction!
Hitting Sour Against Lehig; Pitching Wins Against Moravian

The Siebeners suffered an abnormal

To the Engineers, 1-0. The game was a

way, and it featured a pitcher's

double steal. Catcher Egolf pegged

and gave up only 1 hit, a double by

first frames. Tommey

strength on the strength of fine support

Lehig picked up the decisively

deafening crack of the bat as

pitchers, singles and a glaring mis-

with runners on the corners, a
double steal. Catcher Egolf pegged

at third broke for the plate

for the Bearings. The Bearings

four runs in the bottom of the

class. Dick Gerraman, for

famous record, ap-

the game with a good

pitcher, Jon Fritz, had a de-

at a genuine curve ball.

Moravian capitalized

Guthrie's splendid in the first

inning and pushed across two

in their backs. UC's
courted.

out of a prolonged slump

Berndson's 1-0 to
down in the last half of the

led the Bearings with an

taken against two again

Moravian broke the ice with a

run outfielder in the top

fourth. Weddles Parker

runner in the fourth and

out the game in

pitching a fastball

but was

once again to

The consensus was that

there was one

on the starting

sizable early day, the Siebmen finished

their quest for the MAC South

with

for non-conference op-

Score by innings: R.H.E.

Moravian... 200 400 100-7 9

Orohus .. 000 000 000- 3 5

Dick Dean Named Outstanding Senior Athlete

Dick Dean of Norristown was named Ur-

lege's outstanding senior athlete of 1963.

the Bears' great wrestler at the an-

ual Varsity Club banquet.

Beaver Blasted in Softball, 12-5

Beaver's girls' softball team

the opening game of a three-

series. It bested Drexel, 7-6.

on Tuesday, May 14, by defeat-

inevitably of either Ur-

amer. The title was

the UC's team and Coach Gurzy-

ern Division crown for both

ures were to non-conference

with a

in the Mile Relay to cap off a 69-62 victory over

UC's existing team of this year. Since

the Opening... 700; 20, Ursinus

Ursinus' 1963 season, with six

Conference Golf Championships at the

Norm, 4-2, 5-3; Fred Brown, 4-2; Pat,

Rt. 422

SCHMIDT'S DINER

9-2 score was not in-

they were incapable of

of the school as

accepted the nucleus

We are at our new location

130 MAIN ST.

CLAUDE MOYER & SON

BARBER SHOP

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

All Kinds of Sandwiches

Take Out Orders...Wil 3-6001

GATEWAY DINER

On Route 422 -- Norristown, Pa.

SEA FOOD

our specialty

If we please you

we'll be happy to serve you

If we don't tell us,

Maze Hardware

PAINT

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Hunting & Fishing Licenses

3607 Germantown Pike

Collegeville

HU 5-2001

Schrader's

THE INDEPENDENT

Printers & Publishers

Collegeville

HU-6-888

SPECK'S

Hot' Pins Sandwiches

Rd. 422

Limerick, Pa.

HU-7-718

SPECK'S

Tijuana Tacos

495 Philadelphia Pike

Wax 3-1001

THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY